An ASIC-chip for stereoscopic depth analysis in video-real-time based on visual cortical cell behavior.
In a stereoscopic system both eyes or cameras have a slightly different view. As a consequence small variations between the projected images exist ("disparities") which are spatially evaluated in order to retrieve depth information. We will show that two related algorithmic versions can be designed which recover disparity. Both approaches are based on the comparison of filter outputs from filtering the left and the right image. The difference of the phase components between left and right filter responses encodes the disparity. One approach uses regular Gabor filters and computes the spatial phase differences in a conventional way as described already in 1988 by Sanger. Novel to this approach, however, is that we formulate it in a way which is fully compatible with neural operations in the visual cortex. The second approach uses the apparently paradoxical similarity between the analysis of visual disparities and the determination of the azimuth of a sound source. Animals determine the direction of the sound from the temporal delay between the left and right ear signals. Similarly, in our second approach we transpose the spatially defined problem of disparity analysis into the temporal domain and utilize two resonators implemented in the form of causal (electronic) filters to determine the disparity as local temporal phase differences between the left and right filter responses. This approach permits video real-time analysis of stereo image sequences (see movies at http://www.neurop.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/Real- Time-Stereo) and a FPGA-based PC-board has been developed which performs stereo-analysis at full PAL resolution in video real-time. An ASIC chip will be available in March 2000.